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Ab.stract: We consider parametrized data types <P: Alg(.!') __.. Alg(LI) where <P is a partial 
functor from the class of all .!'-algebras (the parameter algebras) to the class of LI-algebras 
(the target algebras), for given signatures :E, LI with L1 extending .!'. Here it is required 
that the target algebra is generated by a homomorphic image of the parameter algebra. 
For such parametrized data types a general theorem about the existence of initial 
algebra specifications with conditional equations is proved. The theorem involves the 
concept of an effectively_ given parametrized data type. 
Introduction 
We will discuss the specification theory for persistent parametrized data types 
according to the definitions in [9]. 
Our aim is to propose a general necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of an algebraic specification for a given parametrized data type. 
We call a persistent parametrized data type <!>: Alg(L') -+ Alg(LI) effective if there 
exists a uniform algorithm which transforms finite specifications for parameter al-
gebras into finite specifications for target algebras. Especially interesting is the case 
that Dom(</>) contains all and only semi-computable algebras in a quasi-variety 
Alg(L', E) with E finite. 
For such <P we show that <!> is effective if and only if <P possesses an algebraic 
specification (LI, F) with Fan r.e. set of conditional equations. 
The following comments are in order. 
(i)•Of course the definitions of a parametrized data type and its specification as 
employed here, are by no means the only ones. For further information we refer 
to the papers [5, 6, 7, 8, 10]. 
(ii) We preferred not to use the full formalism of category theory; instead we intro-
duce a parametrized data type <!>: Alg(L') -+ Alg(LI) as a ternary relation con-
taining triples (cA, IX, 81) where cA E Alg(L:'), 81 E Alg(LI) and IX: cA -+ 8112' is a homo-
morphism such that 
(iii) 
(1) the relation is closed under taking isomorphic copies of parameter and target 
algebras, and 
(2) if (cA, IX1, 811) and (cA, IX2, 812) E <P then 811 ,...., 812• 
If one allows auxiliary sorts and functions it is possible to prove that a specifi-
cation (LI, F) with F an r.e. set can be transformed into an equivalent but finite 
specification (I', H) with I'~ LI and H finite. A similar result is obtained in [l]. 
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(iv) This paper uses a result derived in [1] about the specification of effective para-
metrized data types with a domain consisting of minimal input algebras only. 
(v) An informal description of what a parametrized data type is supposed to be can 
be found in Section 1.4. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Signatures and algebras 
A signature is a triple consisting of three listings, one of sorts, one· of functions and 
one of constants. These three listings of £are: 
(i) sorts(I'), a set of sort names; we will use s11 ... , 8k> 8 as meta variables ranging 
over sorts(I'), 
(ii) functions(£), a set of function names with arity indication, with typical form 
/: s1 X ... X sk ->r8 for a function name f of arity (s1 , •.• , sk, s), 
(iii) constants(£) is a set of constant names with sort: c E 8. With constants,(L') we 
denote L''s constants for sort 8. 
Given two signatures L', L1 one obtains .r n Ll, L' u L1 by taking componentwise 
intersection resp. union; L' ~ L1 is meant component-wise as well. 
A £-algebra JI, consists of a family {A, I s E sorts(L')} of (possibly empty) sets serving 
as domains for each sort, equipped with an interpretation for all function and constant 
names. For f E iunctions(L'), f: 81 X ... X sk-+ 8, an interpretation is a function 
F: A,1 X ... X Ask-+ A.; c E constants,(£) is interpreted by an element CEA,. 
The set of L'-terms is Ter(L'); the set of closed E-terms is Ter"(L'). (A term is closed 
if it contains no variables.) The class of all E-algebras is Alg(L'), and the class of all 
minimal E-algebras is ALG(L'). Here an algebra JI, is a minimal if it contains no proper 
subalgebras, equivalently, if JI, is isomorphic (,.....,) to a quotient of a term algebra1 
equivalently if every element a in cA E ALG(L') is the denotation of a E-term. 
The concept of a homomorphism iX between algebras J{,1' o4.2 of the same signature is 
standard. It goes without explicit mention that every map in this paper iX: d 1 ->r rA2 
where ui1, o4.2 E Alg(L'), is a homomorphism. 
If E ~ E' and rA' E Alg(L''), then c.ri = cA' 12 is the restriction of dl' to the signature I'. 
In this case A' is also called an expansion of A.. The following "Joint Expansion 
Property" is easily verified: 
if A.; E Alg(L';), i = 0, 1, 2, such that 271 n E2 = L'0 and moreover A1 , 8 n A2, 8 = 0 
for all s E L'1 - E0, s' E L'2 - E0 , then there is a unique expansion d 1 U rA2 
E Alg(E1 u 272) of rA1 and cA2 ( cp. Fig. l ). 
Fig. 1 
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Instead of y: cA -+ $\i; for cA E Alg(.E), $ E Alg(L:f), .E ~ L1, we will often use the 
triple notation (A, y, $). Triples (rA1, yi, $t, i = 1, 2, Ai E Alg(E), !JJi E Alg(L:f), 
.E ~LI, are called congruent if there are isomorphisms ex, {3 making the diagram in 
Fig. 2 commute. (In this diagram and in similar ones it is understood that y: cA -+!JJl:r 
<ll1 -2~ $1 
al l f) 
<ll2 ---'> $2 
1'2 
Fig. 2 
(where cA E Alg(.E), 8J E Alg(LI), E ~LI) determines in a natural way an extension 
y*: cA -+ 8J; we will for simplicity write y: cA -+ 8J, or cA !.. 8J in diagrams.) 
An important construction is the following one: Let I'~ L1 and $ E Alg(LI ). 
Furthermore, let A ~ U B., where B 8 is the domain in ,;Jj corresponding to sort s. 
s e sorts(I') 
Then ($,I', A) is the subalgebra generated by A in$ by means of I' (i.e. by the I'-
operations and I'-constants). 
In particular, if cA E Alg(E) with .E ~ I' and A = U A 8 , then we write also ($,I', A) instead of (/JJ, I', A). s e sorts(!') 
1.2. Specifications of algebras 
In this paper we will be interested in subclasses of Alg(.E) of the form Alg(.E, E) 
= {A E Alg(.E), lrAI = E}, where E is a set of conditional equations. A conditional 
equation has the form 
S1 = f1 /\ ... /\ 8k = tk -+ s = t 
for some k > 0 and s, t, s;, ti E Ter(.E) (i = 1, ... , k). The conditional equation is 
closed if all terms in it are closed. 
"\Ve assume the meaning of a conditional equation in an algebra cA to be clear; 
but note that when a conditional equation contains a free variable ranging over a sort 
which is empty in A, it is true in cA by definition. 
The unique initial term algebra of signature .E satisfying the set E of conditional 
equations, is denoted by J(Alg(.E, E)). It is a representant of the isomorphism class 
of initial algebras in Alg(.E, E).Isomorphism is denoted by,.._,_ 
If E is a set of conditional equations, E 0 denotes the set of closed equations (so 
without conditions) derivable from E. An example of such a set of closed £-equations 
is the congruence =ut corresponding to a minimal algebra A E ALG(.E); that is, the 
set of all closed .E-eq uations true in c.A. 
If ul E Alg(.E) and for some (.E', E') with .E' ~ .E it is the case that A ,.._, A' b 
where A' = I ( Alg(.E', E')), then we say that u'l can be specified (using auxiliary sorts 
and functions) by (.E', E' ). 
Notation. (.E',E') ~A. 
To give an actual specification of cA by (.E', E') we will insist that also the iso-
morphism ex: ul -+ cA' IL" is mentioned. 
Notation. (.E', E') .!.+ cA. So (.E', E')-! cA is i~ fact short for 3ex(.E', E) ..?_,. cA. 
a a 
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1.3. Semi-computable algebras 
Notation. If w = s1 X ... X s1,, where s, E sorts(L'), i = 1, ... , k, then Xw ab-
breviates X 81 X ..• X Xsk• 
The following definition is standard: rll E Alg(E) is effectively presented if corre-
sponding to the domains A, (s E sorts(L')) thereare mutually disjoint recursive sets !J, 
and surjective maps°'•: !J8 -+A. (s E sorts(E)), such that for each function F in ell 
of type w-+ s, there is a recursive f: Qw-+ D. which commutes the diagram of Fig. 3 
where ixw(x1, ••• , X1;) = (oc,1(x1), ... , a8k(x1;)). 
Fig. 3 
Now ell is semi-computable (ell E Sca(E)) if in addition for each s E sorts(E) the 
relation=,., defined on Q" by 
a="'• a' ~ix,(a) = oc 8(a') 
is r.e. 
We will need the following fact, proved in [2]: 
1.3.1. Lemma. ell is semi-computable if/ cJ(, has a finite specification. 
1.4. We are now able to present a precise definition of a parametrized data type. 
However, it is worth-while to present an intuition first. 
A data type :D is modeled as a heterogeneous £-algebra fixed up to isomorphism. 
Now one can imagine a situation. where the properties of a data type :D are only 
partially known, in such a way that for some subsignature E* of E the subalgebra :DIZ* 
is not yet specified. As soon as :Di i:• is specified all of :D is known. Obtaining an in-
stance (data type) from :D is then a matter of substituting a E*-algebra rll (perhaps 
satisfying some requirements) in :D(.). ell is the parameter algebra and :IJ(ui) is the 
target algebra. This clearly leads to a mapping from Alg~E*) to Alg(E); such a map-
ping is called a parametrized data type. 
A specification of a parametrized data type is then an (incomplete) specification 
which is augmented by a specification of a parameter algebra in order to obtain the 
specification of the target algebra. 
2. Parametrized d~.ta types 
For signatures E and L1 with E ~LI, a parametrized data type<!>: Alg(E) -+ Alg(L1) 
is a class of triples. (ui, y, cJi) where cJ(, E Alg(E), cJi E Alg(L1) and y: rll --+cJil.i: is a sur-
jective homomorphism such that 8J = (cJi, LI, <lili:) (i.e. y(ui) generates cJi). 
Furthermore, the class<!> must satisfy the following global conditions: 
(i) if (dl, y, <Ji) E <!>and (dl', y', cJi') is congruent with (dl, y, <Ji), then (rll', y', 81') E $; 
(ii) if (dl, y, $) E <!>, (ui', y', <Ji') E <!> and ex: dl ~ dl' is an (injective) homomorphism, 
then there is an (injective) homomorphism p: 81 _,,.cJi' such that the diagram in 
Fig. 4 commutes. 
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Furthermore, <!> is called persistent if for all (A, y, cJJ) E <!> the homomorphism y is 
injective as well as surjective. 
Remark. Note that the class <!> of triples (A, y, cJJ) determines a partial functor 
<I>': Alg(L') -+ Alg(LI ), given by the class of pairs (A, cJJ) such that <!> contains a triple 
(A, y, cYi) for some y. Since we will need the extra information given by <!> as compared 
to <I>', we will stick to <!>. 
2.1. Effectively given parametrized data types 
Let (a, s) be a monotonic partial recursive transformation of finite specifications, 
transforming (£', E') into (a(L'', E'), s(E', E')) = (£", E"). Here the monotonicity 
requirement is that E" ~ L" and E" ~ E'. 
Now we say that a parametrized data type</>: Alg(L') -+Alg(LI) is effectively given 
.E 
by (a, s) if for each triple (A, y, cJJ) E <!>and for each finite specification (L'', E')--+ A 
the following triple (A', y', cJJ') is congruent to (A, y, cJJ): 
- A'= I(Alg(L", E'))b 
- cYi' = l(Alg(L'", E"))I"' , 
y' : A' -+ cYJ' Ix is the homomorphism induced by the unique homomorphism 
t: I(Alg(l:'', E')) -+l(Alg(E", E"))lz·. 
The diagram of Fig. 5 illustrates this definition. 
J(Alg(E', E')) -'-.. J(Alg(E", E"))[L'' 
rJ lr 
cA.' = J(Alg(E'E')) 7 J(Alg(E", E"))\L' = $'1.i: Fig. 5 
2.2. Algebraically specified parametrized data types 
<!>: Alg(l:') --+ Alg(LI) has an algebraic specification if there is a specification (I', H) 
.E 
such that for each (A, y, $) E <!> and for each specification (L", E') -+ A (with 
E' n (I' u LI)= E) the following triple (A', y', cYi') is congruent to (A, y, cJJ): 
cA' = I(Alg(E', E')) 
cYi' = I(Alg(E' u I', E' u I', E' u H)) 
y' again induced by the unique homomorphism 
t: I(Alg(E', E')) -+ l(Alg(l:'", E" I l)r·. 
The following lemma will play a key role in the sequel. 
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2.3. Lemma. Suppose that <P: Alg(E)--;. Alg(LI) is persistent and effectively given 
by (IJ', e) with Dom(<P) = ALG(E, E) n Sca(E) for some fin~te E. . . . . 
Then <P has an algebraic specification (LI, H) where H is a (possible infinite) set of 
closed conditional equations. 
Moreover His r.e., uniformly in recursive indices for (a, e). 
Proof. The proof is given in [1]: Theorem 3.1 (iii) =9 (i) follo~ed by an apl'.lication 
of the Countable Specification Lemma 5.1. (Note that the domam of <P contams only 
minimal algebras.) D 
3. The specification theorem 
In this section we will state our theore,m and give an informal outline of the .formal 
proof which. occupies Section 4. 
3.1. Theorem. Let <P: Alg\E) --;.Alg(Ll) be a persistent parametrized data type with 
Dom(<P) = Alg(E, E) n Sca(E) for some finite E. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) <P is effectively given, 
(ii) <P has an algebraic specification (L1, H) where H is r.e. 
First we will deal with the easy half (ii)=;> (i) of the theorem. 
Proof of (ii)=;> (i).Let (E', E') !~ cA be a finite specification of a parameter algebra 
~with E' n LI = E). Then (E' u Ll, E' u H) -1 $with (c.A,,y, $) E <P. Because $ has 
an r.e. specification, it is semi-computable. Using results from [2] one uniformly 
computes from a specification (E' u Ll, E') and an r.e.-index of Ha finite specification 
(E*, E*)-! $(which extends (E', E')). -
3.1.1. As to the proof of (i) =;> (ii), we start with the following observation whose 
routine proof is omitted. First the 
Notation. If cA E Alg(.E), then (cA) denotes (cA, .E, 0), the subalgebra generated 
by the .E-operations and constants. Note that (cA) is a minimal algebra. 
3.1.1.1. Proposition. Let cA E Alg(L') and let e be a closed conditional equation. 
Then cA I= e ~ (cA) I='" 
Hence we can reduce satisfaction of an arbitrary conditional equation e(x) in a E-
algebra cA, to satisfaction of closed conditional equations in some minimal sub-
algebras of cA, as follows: 
cA I= e(x) ~\/a E cA: cAa I= e(c) 
~\/a E cA(cAi() I= e(C) . 
Here cA-a is an expansion of cA with constants a corresponding to x, and care constant 
symbols for a. 
3.1.2. Secondly, >_Ve observe (in Lemma 4.1) that a parametrized data type <P; 
Alg(E) __,.. Alg(Ll) with Dom(<P) = Alg(.E, E) n Sca(E) for some finite E, behaves 
well w.r.t. substructures of a parameter algebra cA, as suggested by Fig. 6. 
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if 
then 
'---''_=_r_/_J+_' ___ CJ <J>,; ,i In'!> 
~ r'(fl' J Fig. 6 
Here it should be remarked that we must restrict attention to those c./l' ~ cA which 
are still in Dom((!)). To ensure that, we need only require cA' E Sca(L'); for, cA' E Alg(L',E) 
is trivially satisfied: conditional equations stay valid in a subalgebra. Note that if 
moreover cA is finitely generated, i.e. cA' = (cA, E, a) for a finite string a of elements 
in cA, then: 
cA E Sca(L') =:> ell' E Sca(L') . 
Indeed, this will be the case we will encounter. 
3.1.3. Thirdly, from a parametrized data type (!): Alg(L') --+Alg(Ll) and a given 
string c of new constant symbols for the signature E, we define in the obvious way 
(see Fig. 7) a parametrized data type (1)0 : Alg(E0 ) --+ Alg(L'.10 ), where £ 0 , .d;; is L', LI 
plus the new constant symbols c. (Here the a are the interpretations of c in ul, and 
bin$. Furthermore o:(a) =b.) 
Not surprisingly, if (!) is effectively given by (a, s), then the same holds for (1)0• 
(This is proved in 4.3.) 
if 
~ ex. ..... -~ b 
.!+ Jj 
then 
~ ex. ..... ~-c 2_ Fig. 7 
..4 -a b 
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< bJ . 
<~-> b Fig. 8 
Now Dom(<Pc-·) = Alg(.E0 , E) n Sca(L';;). However, we will be only interested in the 
restriction of <Pc- to the class of minimal algebras of Alg(.E-c, E), i.e., the algebras (A-;) 
from 3.1.1. Let <P'ff be this restriction. We already noted in 3.1.2: 
A E Dom(1'l) =}Ao; E Dom(<P;;) 
=}(A<:) E Dom(<P~) = ALG(.E0 , E) n Sca(L'0 ). 
So <P~)s as in Fig. 8. 
3.1.4. In order to deal with all conditional equations e(x) (where x might be ar-
bitrarily long), we will use a countable set C of fresh constant symbols for I: from 
which the c are taken. 
It may be clear at this stage that the family of all <P'; (c ~ C) determines the 
original <P. (Section 4 proves this rigorously.) Moreover, <1>7} satisfies precisely the 
assumptions of Lemma 2.3; it is also effectively given by (a, e) and the domain has the 
required form. The persistency is obvious. 
Hence <J/'; has an algebraic specification (L'.1 0 , H 0 ) where H-c is an r.e. set of closed 
conditional equ.ations. 
Now we remember that the c's play in fact the role of variables (see :~.1.1); so 
replacing the c again by corresponding variables x, we get (.d, H 5;;-c)- As one may 
expect, taking together all these pieces of specifications to 
(d, U Hx1C"l = (.d, H) 
c~o 
yields the desired specification of <P. The proof that (Ll, H) specifies <P correctly, 
requires some more work however: 
3.1.5. Consider the diagram in Fig. 9 where (cA,, y, $) E <P. We have to prove that 
$'ILi ""'$. Now without loss of generality, we may take A' and$ such that we can 
J(Alg(L", E')) = ui' --+ $' = J(Alg(L'' u ,Ll, E' u H)) 
li; ?lLI 
ui ~--- $ Fig. 9 
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appeal to the "Joint Expansion Property" in Section 1.1 and the joint expansion 
ell' LJ cfi can be formed. So, trivially, (ell' LJ o.Z')l.<1 = cfi, and we must only prove that 
ell' LJ cJi ::::::: cfi' = I ( Alg(.E' u L1, E' u H)) . 
In other words, we must prove the correctness of the specification 
(.E' LJ L1, E' u H) ~ ell' LJ cJi • 
This amounts to prove 
(i) soundness: ell' LJ cJi I= E' u H; 
(ii) completeness: Jl' LJ cJi I= s = t =} E' u H 1= s = t, for alls, t E Ter0 (.E' u L1). 
We prove (i) in Section 4.3; it follows straightforwardly from the definition of H. 
To prove (ii), consider Fig. 10. 
fl'tl! 
A/g (E1} 
r 
Fig. 10 
Since ell' is minimal, and cJi is generated from c:lil.i: = cx(cA) = ell, also A' LJ !lJ is 
minimal. I.e. every element in A' LJ cJi is the denotation of a (E' u L'.1)-term. Something 
more can be said: since the a are denotated by £'-terms 8, the element d (generated 
from a by LI-operations and constants) is denotated by a "L1(.E')-term" t(s), that is 
a LI-term t(x) in which the .E'-terms 8 are substituted for x. 
Now if we can prove 
(1) the completeness for the restricted class of Ll(.E')-terms and moreover, 
(2) that each (.E' u LI )-term is provably (from E' u H) equal to a L1 (E' )-term, 
we are through. The proof of (1) is in Section 4.5, and of (2) in 4.7. 
4. Proof of the specification theorem 
In this section we will give the formal details of the proof of Theorem 3.1 (ii)==? (i) 
which we have already outlined in Section 3. 
Let <I> be an effective parametrized data type with Dom(IJ>) = Alg(L', E) n Sca(E) 
for some finite E, effectively g~ven by (a, e). 
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We start with a lemma that explains the effect of <Pon structures embedded in one 
another. 
4.1. Lemma. Let (dl, y, $) E <P, dl' E Sca(E) and dl' ~ dl. Then (dl', y', $') E <P 
with y' = y I' dl' and$' = ($, L'.1, y'(dl')). 
Proof. Because ,./l' ~ dl and Jl' F= E, together with dl' E Sca(E) one finds ell' 
E Dom(<P). So there exist y*, $*with (dl', y*, $*) E <P. 
By (ii) of the definition of parametrized data type (Section 2) and the existence of 
an injective i embedding dl' in dl one derives the existence of?. such that the diagram 
in Fig. 11 commutes with y' = yo i and}, injective. 
:Fig. 11 
Observe that$*=($*, LI, y*(Jl')) by definition of parametrized data type, and 
that/.($*)=($, Ll,.Ay*(cA')) =($,LI, yo i(dl')) = $'. It follows that the diagram 
of Fig. 12 displays a congruence, whence (Jl', y', $') E <P. D 
:Fig. 12 
4.2. Let C be a set of new constants for sorts of E, not occurring in L1, in such a way 
that for each sort countably many new constants are introduced. 
Furthermore, let E-c, LJ'C denote the result of augmenting E, L1 with a finite subset c 
of C. For finite c ~ C we define a parametrized data type <1>0 with domain Alg(.EC", E) 
n Sca(L'C') and range in Alg(Ll;;) as follows: 
(dl, y, $) E <P;; iff (i) cA E Alg(E;;, E) n Sca(E0 ), $ E Alg(Llc) 
(ii) (cAlz, y, c.ZllL!) E <fJ • 
4.3. Restricting <P-c to ALG(E-c, E) n Sca(E0 ) we obtain a parametrized data 
type <Pi- with range in ALG(L'.10 ). (Here the target algebras are indeed minimal, 
because they are generated from minimal parameter algebras.) Now <P~ turns out 
to be effectively given by (a, e), just as <P itself is. This is evident from the diagram in 
Fig. 13. (Here it is essential that (a, e) is monotonic, from which it follows that 
E" ::::> E-c u LI = LI;; because E' ~ Ee.) 
(L'',E') ~ (£", E") 
l ,j .. 
:Fig. 13 
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4.4. Applying Lemma 2.3 we obtain a specification (L'.10 , He-) for </>~ with Y.; 
consisting of an r.e. set of closed conditional equations. Ht is uniformly r.e. in (c, a, e). 
Let Xc _he a new variable for each c E ()of the same sort. Write He-= {e~ Ii E w}, 
and let ei-fr- ~e the result of substituting Xc for eaeh occurrence of a constant symbol c 
(from C) in e~. 
Obtain lf.:t1r- = {1:f.10 Ii E w} = {e~1 .,~ I e~ E He-}· Note that H:r:rC' is a set of con-
ditional equations over the signature A. Taking the union of all specifications thus 
obtained one finds (t'l, Ii) with 
I1 == U H~1c- · 
clliO 
:From the uniformity of finding H c from c it follows that H is r.e. Thus (A, H) is a speci-
fication of the required format. 
4.5. Claim. (L'.I, JI) specifies <I>. 
'l'o show thiA, let (E', E') he a finite specification for cA E Dom(<P), with E' n L'.I =.E. 
Choose (uf., ')', 81) E <P. We nnu;t establish that the triples (A, y, 81) and ( I(Alg(E', 
E'))lz, t, I(Alg(L'' u Ll, E' u Il))lt1l are congruent. 
We may asAunw that ,If. is identical to ,.('Ii: with ,Jl' = J(Alg(L'', In) and that 
81ii: =' "4. (whence ')' °''' id) and further that the domains corresponding to sorts of c.A' 
and $ not namnd in .}.,' ar<.• pairwi1m disjoint. 
Let 4,' U di h<' the joint expansion of ,A' and 81. Note that c1t: U /}) is 1i minimal 
(E' u /I)-algebra. To prove 
(l,'' u 11, f,'' u If) L"' '.I ,.Jl' u 81 
it suffieeH to derive Houndrn.'HS and completeneHR of B' u II. 
(i) Roundnn111. Let l! E "/!,'' u Jl. lf c E /I)' then ell' I= e and so r/l.' U $1= e. If e E 11, 
chomie c () such that e '"- e-:1;:- c JJ'it'I<· 'fake a set of values a in ,.Jl' U $of suitable 
fmrts eorrm;ponding to c. If this is impossible because one of the conHtantR c, is of a sort 
that iH empty in ,A.' u ,Jl/, then(' iH trivially Hatisfied in ,A,' u $. Note that a must he 
from KortK(2.'); henc·e a~ ,_,[ r/f u $. We will show that,,(' u $satisfies e in a, i.e. 
H-' u 81)"it 1= 1•(c) • 
Now consider (,.f;) and($·;/;. From Lemma 4.1 and the definition of <I>~ we find that 
((A;;-, id, (.JJ-1,.-)) c <I>~. 
Because JI .. apecifies <1>7, wci have <.JJa-> 1= lf.;;. !<~specially «:lie.·> I= 1:(c); and f!ince 
(ciJ.;,,+) ~ (r,(' U $)-a, ah10 (A' U 81)a 1= 1!(0). 0 
(ii) Corn pletfmeflfl for 11(2'')-termR. I.et .A' U $1= t = r where t = r is a. dm1ed 
equation. If t, r ( Ter"Cl''), there i11 no problem: since E' specifiefl ,A', wo have 8' f- t 
~·.:: r. Otherwif!t.!, we teHtrict our attention to dosed equations t "'·'· r of the form 
t = t(Tu ... , -r .. ), r "'·~ rlT1, ••• , 1'.t) where t(x1, ... , Xt), r(x1, ... , Xt) r: Ter(A) and T1 
( 'fer(.l''), i "'" 1, ... , k. Hero it is not r<,quired that all x, (i :c .. 1, ... , k) do oceur in 
t(x) and r(x). 
(Such t, r 1mi <:alled A (l,'')-tern111; fl<)(l S1~ction 4. 7.) Moreover, W<' require the x to be 
v1iriahles for l..'-f!ortH. 
So flUJ>J>OHO ,.(' u $ P= t r; WO will prove that},'' u Ii I= t r. Let a,,.. (a1."' • l'-.1;) 
be the valum1 of (-r1, .. ,T.t) in ,/I.; they are also the values of (t1, •.• ,"t.1;) in J8 and in 
.A' u ,$, As b«.ifore, uf.'ii and $4 am tho expiinsioJIH of Jl, ,Jj hy adding a as constants. 
'J'ho corroflJ><mding aigr11ituro11 are 2:.,. reap. IJ7 . Ji'urther, <.4.q.•) and (.YJ;;) a.re again the 
minimal aubstruct ures. Jl'rom ,II,' U $ 1= t .,,,, r we have $ I= t """ r, hence ,Jl/-;; I= t(c°) 
:::::o r(c) and($·;;) 1= t(c) r(c) (J.>ropoaition :3.1.1.1). 
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Let =c abbreviate= <.1t;;->. Clearly (.E;;., =:0 ) specifies (.A-;;); and because (L1 0 , H 0 ) 
specifies<!>'?} we have the diagram of Fig. 14. 
(£0-, =1) __,. (L1 0 , =;; u H 0 ) 
l i:,. l LI< 
<cA; > -;;> «.7ia:) 
<P-
Fig. 14 
From($-;;) F= t(c) = r(c) it follows that =-c u Hc-1- t(c) = r(c). A fortiori: =c- ~ Har;-c 
I- t(c) = r(c). Now let =-;i;; be the result of substituting -ri for ci (i = 1, ... , k) m the 
equations in =c-· Then also 
=::;;-10 u H710 1- t("i) = r(r) . 
Now the equations in '='iii! are closed I' -equations, true in,//,'; hence they are derivable 
from E', the specification of ,/l'. So we have 
E' u H 710 1- t(r) = r("i). D 
4.6. Intermezzo: L\(L'2)-terms 
Let Iv .E2 be extension signatures of I 0 such that .E1 n I 2 = .E0• We will define 
Ter(.E1(.E2)), a subset of Ter(.E1 u .E2); and for t E Ter(L\ u .E2) we will define the 
I 1 I .E2-degree of t. In a (.E1 u .E2)-term t the symbols (i.e. the names of functions and 
constants) from I 0, Ii> I 2 can occur in a complex "mixed" fashion, see Example 4.G.4; 
the E 1 I I 2-degree is a measure of this complexity. 
Lett E Ter(E1 u .E2) and let Tree(t) be its formation tree, written such that the head 
operator of t is the top label of the tree. We will refer to the symbols from l,~ as 0-
symbols, from .E1 - I 0 as I-symbols and from .E2 - .E0 as II-symbols. Here 0, I, II 
are called labels of symbols. Now to each branch ex in Tree(t) we associate the tuple 
of labels of the symbols occurring in ex, "reading" ex starting at the top of Tree(t) (see 
Example 4.6.4). ]'rom each such tuple, e.g. (I, 0, 0, II, I, 0, I, II, 0), we compute the 
number of alternations from a I- to a II-label and vice versa, disregarding the 0-lahels. 
In the example just given, this alternaf,ion number is 3. 
4.6.1. Definition. The .E1 I E 2-degree oft is the multiset of alternation numLers 
of all branches in ?-'ree(t). The degrees are ordered by the usual multiset ordering. 
4.6.2. Definition. Ter(E1 (E2)), the set of I 1(I2)-terms, is the union of Ter(.E2) 
and the set of results t(s) of substitution of E 2-terms s into E 1-terms t(x). 
4.6.3. Remark. (i) Ter(E1 u .E2) ~ Ter(I1E 2)) ~ Ter(.E1 ) u Ter(E2). (ii) t is a L':i(.E2)-term iff in Tree(t) no I-symbol occurs below a II-syrn hol. (So along 
each branch there is at most one alternation allowed, viz. from a I- to a II-symbol, 
disregarding 0-symbols.) 
4.6.4. Example . .E0 has sorts B0, functions F0 : Bo -+B0 , c:onstants C0 E s 0 ; 
L'1 - .E0 has sorts B1, functions F 1 : B0 X B0 -+ B1 ; 
L'2 - .E0 has sorts B2, functions F n: B2 X B0 X B0 -+ B0, Fi1 : s 0 -+ B0 , F~'1 : 8 2 X 80 -~,,. s 0 , 
constants Cu E B2• 
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Fig. !G 
Li·t l ' TPr(2..'1 u .r2 ) ha V(~ t!w t reP of Fig. 15 (where next to each fm1d ion and eon-
st ant :-;yrnbol aJ:-;o itH target Hort iH indicated). 
1lf'n• tlw 111plP (•orrN1po11ding to e.g. the rightmo:-;t hmndt iH (I, If, I, II, 0, 0), with 
alt<•rnation m11n fwr :i. Now t lw E 1 I 2..'i-degreP oft iH {1, 1, :!, :i, :i, :n. 
,LHA.I. !{<•mark. :\'otf' that if a H11htPrlll having the tn•P '/'0 (aH indieakd in Ex-
amplP 4.1>.4 ), d1·rioti11g an s0-plf•nwnt, iH rPplacPd hy a 2..'0-11'!"111 dr•noting th<' Harni· 
1dP111P11t (if such a lt>rlll <'XistH), thl'n thiH (•limination of thP "foreign" Il-syn1hols Pii, 
<' 11 ri'H11lt:-; in a df"t'l"PllH(•rl 2..'1 i .:~;2 -dngrPf', vii. { 1, 1, :!, ~' :~, :l}. Furthc·r111ot"f', if the 
t wil't" <w<·111Ting H11ht l'PI' 1'1 iH rr~pbt<·l'd hy a 2..'0-t Pr111, t lu~ n•Huh would he· a 2..'1(2..'2 1-
t<·rrn. 
It i;.; illlport Hilt to notP t lw following oliviou;.; fad: 
r 
·UUi. l'roposit inn. l/ in (l, brrwd1 ,\ nf Tre1•(1), t 1 Ter(L'1 u2..'2 ), r( II-symbol P11 i.~ 
foflo11·1rl imwrdinldy liy a ]-8ymfwl 0 1 (disrl'yardiu(J 0-8,l{mbuls), iJ'. tlu, tuph: of •'X i;; 
, I!, 0, 0, ... , 0, I, - . ) (k ;? 0 time;; 0) 
111h111' flu: (/i8jilayl'I! I I, I 111'1' /hi' ftthds of Pu, 0 1, fhl'n tit!' tiirrJr'{ 8ur/ of (J1 11111,~t ht· ft l'0-
sorl. . l 
·l.7. H rf'H11tirn1 to Im show11 that t~ad1 (l,'' u ,I )-t1:nn iH pmvnhly (frrnn g 1; f/'1 
t<ptal to i-;om1;, 1<2..'' )-tc·rn1. 
L1•t t ' Tnri2..'' u .1 ). ConHidr~r Tn:i;(/). 1f t G Ter(, I (L" J), t lwn t h1•rP is a ('l l'1-
f1ml'1 ion or <•<>rtHtnnt H_vrnbol, Hll)' I>, oc·c·urriug lwlow a (l," L')-fuw·t inn or c·on,;lant 
H,Vtnhol, say S. 
Nnw WP 1·a11 find. in Tre<'(f) n pair S, /) s11d1 that (qi. l•'ig. WJ 
Ii) lJ iH hPlow ,<..,', 
(ii) S iH immediately followc:d liy /) (di1m~g11rdi11g: l'-H_v111hohq, 
(iii) thn pair S, D is a. JoweHt pair with thmm propertic;H. 
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Tree (t7. 
Fig. 16 
Then, as we observed in Proposition 4.6.5 the target sort of D must be a I-sort. 
Let T be the subtree headed by D and let -c be the corresponding term. Since -c denotes 
an element of a .!'-sort, rA' U 81 I= t = <J for some <1 E Ter(L''). Noting that a, -c 
E Ter(Ll(L'')), we have by the completeness of E' u H for Ll(.E')-terms, as proved 
in 4.5: 
E' uHf--c=u. 
Now let t' bet where t is replaced by <1~ Then also 
E' uHf-t=t', 
and the LI j .E' -degree of t' is less than that of t. Continuing this procedure we find 
E' u.H f- t = t' = t" = ... = s 
for some Ll(L'')-term s. D 
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K urzfassung 
Es werden parametrisierte Datentypen untersucht, die mathematisch als partielle 
Funktoren 41: Alg(L') - Alg(LI) verstanden werde:o., wobei E ~ LI vorausgesetzt ist. 
Dariiber hinaus wird gefordert, da.B fiir jede L'-Algebra cA E Dom(41) ein surjektiver 
Homomorphism us 
Yut: cA - 41(cA)/i; 
gegeben ist, so da.B die LI-Algebra 41(dl) erzeugt wird vom homomorphen Bild Y.t(cA). 
Fiir derartige pararnetrisierte Datentypen werden die Begriffe der initialen algebra-
ischen Spezifizierbarkeit und der effektiven Darstellbarkeit eingefiihrt. Das Haupt-
ergebnis der Arbeit ist der Nachweis der Aquivalenz der effektiven Darstellbarkeit und der 
initialen algebraischen Spezifizierbarkeit rnit rekursiv aufzahlbarer Menge definierender 
bedingter Gleichungen, falls Dom(41) die Klasse aller semi-berechenbaren E-Algebren ist. 
Eine I-Algebra hei.13t dabei semi-berechenbar, wenn sie Faktoralgebra einer berechen-
baren L'-Algebra nach einer rekursiv aufzahlbaren Kongruenzrelation ist. 
Pes10.Me 
PaccMaTpHBaIOTca napaMeTpHaHpoBaHHble THnht )l;aHHhlX 41: Alg(L') -+ Alg(Ll), npnqeM 
4'>- qacrn:qHhifi <PYHRTop OT 1macca Bcex E-aJireop ( aJire6pbl napaMeTpOB) R 1maccy 
Bcex .1-aJire6p (ueJieBble aJireopbr) ll:JI.fl p;aHHhlX cHrHaTyp E, LI, rp;e E ~ .1. IlpH aTOM 
pe)l;IlOJiaraeTCJI, qTQ qeJieBa.fl aJire6pa IlOpom:n;aeTC.fl C IlOMOlllblO rOMOMOp<PHoro OOpaaa 
aJireophI napaMeTpoB. 
J.(JIJI 3THX napaMeTpH3HpOBaHHbIX THilOB :n;aHHblX )'J;Ol\a3bIBaeTC.fl o6ruaJI TeopeMa 
o cymecTBOBaHHH HHnunaJI'bHhlX aJire6paHqec1mx cneumpmrnun:tl: c yCJioBHhlMH ypa-
BHeHHJIMH. Teope:l.rn Bl{JIJO'laeT B ce6JI HOHuenT aqiqiel\THBHO )l;aHHOro napaMeTpH3HpO-
BaHHOro THna :n;aHHb!X. 
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